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Leveraging investments made
Web Access Management (WAM) plays an important role for Identity & Access Management (IAM) in
many organizations. The need for centralized access management for web portals became obvious
already in the 1990s with the somewhat inflated expectations on new types of web applications that
grew out of the rising dot-com bubble.
Today, WAM tools represent one of the most mature and robust IAM product groups. On the “hype
cycle” curve, which Gartner analysts use to illustrate our perception of how product concepts mature,
Web Access Management has had a leading position for some years now.
Gartner’s 2009 view of Identity
and Access Management
(IAM) put Web Access
Management (WAM) at the
very top of the Plateau of
Productivity.
WAM products had been
around for more than ten
years when they finally
reached this position.
Figure 1: Web Access Management in the Gartner Hype Cycle 2009

The WAM group has kept its leading position on the Gartner Hype Cycle since 2009. It is fair to expect
that they will retain this position of product maturity and relevance for some time still since the
challenge of access management is at the core of IAM. At the same time, this is an area where
challenges and operational conditions rapidly change, so appropriate updates to product capabilities
become increasingly urgent.
This white paper outlines important feature additions which help leverage investments made in WAM
tools and to prolong the value they provide.
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CA Single Sign-On®
The CA Single Sign-On product is a market leader in Web Access Management (WAM).
Consequently, in this context it can be seen as one of the most mature and relevant products within
the Identity and Access Management market space.
Version 1.0 of Single Sign-On was launched in 1997 by Netegrity Inc. The drivers for its creation very
much reflected the time. Netegrity emerged out of a former catalog sales company which, after it had
divested its internet sales division, focused on what the experience had brought – the insight that web
access management was becoming an urgent need when the internet evolved as an essential
business enabler. When CA Technolgies acquired the product in 2004 it was already a market leader.
New capabilities have been added to the product over the years. Enhancements brought about as of
the switch to the r12 generation include:

§

Enhanced reporting – later versions come with integrated reporting capabilities and out-ofthe-box reports.

§

Enhanced delegation capabilities – as of r12 administrative permissions can be delegated to
multiple users.

§

Web based administrative user interface – as of r12, the Administrative User interface is a
J2EE application with a browser-based interface.

However, the basic concepts and the product rationale remains the same: to provide centralized
administration for authentication and authorization to web applications.

Figure 2: Web Access Management with CA Single Sign-On®
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New IAM challenges
Essential Identity and Access Management areas include:

§

Administration of user identities – managing user profiles

§

Authentication – establishing the identities of users who request access

§

Authorization – determining which information an identified user is allowed to access

§

Auditing and accounting – establishing what users have done within the system

Features introduced to adapt CA Single Sign-On to the changing IAM landscape primarily relate to
Authentication, user Administration and Auditing. In addition to the above mentioned reporting
capabilities (Auditing) CA Single Sign-On today supports the SAML standard for integration with
authoritative sources via Federation (Administration and Authentication). It also offers directory
chaining capabilities to enable consolidation of multiple identity stores.
The one IAM area which in recent years rapidly has evolved where WAM tools tend to become
somewhat outdated is Authorization. Today, dynamic and Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) is
increasingly being used to meet requirements on more precise data governance, regulatory
compliance and risk-aware access controls. Governance domains may for instance demand that
financial risks are considered (SOX, Basel, Insolvency, Money laundry legislations etc.) or that access
is conditioned based on the relation between the user and the data subject identified by data retrieved
(for instance regulations in health care, such as HIPAA, law enforcement and eGovernment sectors).
Such use cases can simply not be handled with traditional access control models.
When WAM tools were designed, the predominant access control model was Role Based Access
Control (RBAC). This is therefore the model which CA Single Sign-On and other WAM tools were
designed to support. The RBAC concept represents authorizations as a mapping between groups of
users (roles) and a set of access permissions for a given set of information assets. For WAM tools, the
information assets are represented by URLs.
Predefined user permissions based on roles and URLs do not scale well as large number of users and
information assets are added to the environment. It does not scale well if access permissions are to be
set on a more fine-grained level than URLs. Finally, it does not scale at all, if access permissions need
to take conditions into account which are not known in the request context – for instance contractual
data, external risk indicators, workflow state, the balance of an account, the relation between a health
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provider and a patient etc. To handle such scenarios, evolving due to the new governance regimes,
RBAC models are increasingly being replaced by new dynamic and policy-based ABAC models.
The standard for federated identity management is SAML. The standard for dynamic policy- and
attribute based access control (ABAC) is the SAML twin-standard, XACML (eXtensible Access Control
Markup Language). CA Single Sign-On has already been enhanced with SAML capabilities for identity
federations. The Axiomatics Extension for CA Single Sign-On now brings the next necessary
enhancement – dynamic and policy-based ABAC using the XACML-standard. With the Axiomatics
Extension, XACML becomes fully integrated within the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server. CA Single
Sign-On can thus continue to serve in existing deployments where new governance requirements
demand extended authorization capabilities.

Extending CA Single Sign-On authorization
The CA Single Sign-On product is amazingly flexible and versatile. The Authentication and
Authorization APIs allow customers and third-party developers to provide extensible capabilities for
the product.
Furthermore, the insight that authorization needs to be dynamic and sometimes will have to take
external factors into account has been a driver for the design of the Single Sign-On Authorization API.
Native Single Sign-On capabilities can be illustrated as follows:

Figure 3: CA Single Sign-On policies and rules
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The Single Sign-On Policy Server rules are based on the following aspects:

§

What and Who correspond to the notion of a “target” in XACML. They define applicability:
The rule which determines whether access should be granted or denied is limited to a
defined set of resources (primarily URLs) and a limited set of users (roles).

§

Time and location – in addition to the What and Who definitions, restrictions can be used to
enhance this RBAC model with dynamic aspects depending on when and from where the
request is made.

§

Request characteristics include information about the type of HTTP Action (POST, GET,
HEADER etc.), query string fields etc. which allow the rule to be a bit more fine-grained.

§

External factors can be included via the Authorization API. You write a Java program and
register a Java class to which the request context is passed. The Java program returns a
true or false to indicate whether the Single Sign-On Policy Server should allow access or
not.
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The XACML standard
The Axiomatics Extension for CA Single Sign-On uses the Authorization API to seamlessly insert
XACML capabilities into the product. It forwards authorization requests to the Axiomatics XACML
Policy Decision Point. The Axiomatics Policy Server uses the XACML standard version 2.0 and 3.0 to
express policies. The illustration below gives an overview of the XACML reference architecture and its
various components:
A Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) captures requests,
expresses them as XACML requests and sends them
to an XACML Policy Decision Point (PDP). The PDP
returns a PERMIT or DENY based on the evaluation
of its policies. The policies are written using a Policy
Administration Point (PAP) and they are then
published in the PDP’s Policy Retrieval Point (PRP).
In addition, the PDP may call out to its configured
Policy Information Point (PIP) connectors to retrieve
specific attribute values from other sources.

Figure 4: The XACML Reference Architecture

The Axiomatics Extension for CA Single Sign-On
injects a PEP component into the CA Single Sign-On

Policy Server via its Authorization API. The entire existing CA Single Sign-On infrastructure, with its
various web agents, directory chaining, single sign-on and federation capabilities, is used as a Policy
Enforcement Point for fine-grained and dynamic attribute based access control based on the XACML
standard.
The Single Sign-On request context which is passed to the XACML PDP in an XACML request, can
contain all the information that is known to CA Single Sign-On. The integration is created like any
dynamic policy within the Single Sign-On Administration GUI, which means it will be invoked if the
corresponding Who and What parameters apply.
From the perspective of CA Single Sign-On, the extension can be depicted as follows:
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Figure 5: CA Single Sign-On policy configured to pass request to an Axiomatics XACML PDP

For custom authorizations, which need to take external factors into account, CA Single Sign-On
consults the Axiomatics XACML-based PDP to determine whether the access request should be
granted or denied.

Architecture
The architecture of the combined solution can be illustrated as follows:

Figure 6: CA Single Sign-On Web Agent, CA Single Sign-On Policy Server and the Axiomatics Extension
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A CA Single Sign-On Agent intercepts an access request and queries the CA Single Sign-On Policy
Server to find out whether the request is permitted. The CA Single Sign-On Policy Server uses an
XACML PDP for the evaluation of the request. The result of the XACML policy evaluation – PERMIT
or DENY – is then passed back to the Agent which enforces the policy decision.

Using external factors for authorization
Technically, what primarily is to be gained through this integration is not the fact that the entire
CA Single Sign-On request context can be used in an XACML policy evaluation. Authorization based
on what is known by CA Single Sign-On may often be handled just as well by CA Single Sign-On
itself.
The interesting part is in rather the way external factors can be taken into account in a standardized
fashion using XACML Policy Information Points (PIP).
To illustrate this, we will use an example borrowed from the 2011 edition of the CA Technology Brief:
“CA Single Sign-On® Prepares You for What’s Ahead”1:
”Custom conditions can be evaluated using active policies to achieve even more fine-grained control
over authorization. For example, a policy could deny access to an order entry page for customers with
an overdue balance in an accounting database.”
In this use case we have the following external factors that must be considered in order to make a
policy decision:

§

The current user’s (Single Sign-On %SM_USER) affiliation with a customer ID may need to
be established through a query to en external database or directory.

§

The company’s balance in the accounting database must be checked.

An XACML policy to enforce this rule would express:

1

At the time of writing, this document was available here: http://www.ca.com/~/media/Files/TechnologyBriefs/caSingle Sign-On-tb-final-4-11.pdf
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DENY user to POST (%SM_http-action=POST) order entry page (%SM_http-requesturi=[order entry form action URL]) if user(%SM_USER)->customer’s account balance
is overdue (%PIP_balance<0)

The action, HTTP POST, the resource URL (the form action) and the user ID are all contained in the
request context to which CA Single Sign-On has access. These attributes are all retrieved by the
Axiomatics Extension from CA Single Sign-On, denoted with the attribute names starting with %SM.
The reason an active policy would need to use custom authorization is that the balance of the user (or
rather the company to which the user belongs) must be retrieved from an external source. In the
above notation the attribute which retrieves this value is called the %PIP_balance, indicating that an
Axiomatics Policy Information Point (PIP) is configured to lookup the balance.
The PIP is easily configured in the Axiomatics Services Manager GUI:
1. Create the PIP connector in the Axiomatics Services Manager – here a JDBC connection:

Figure 7: Creating a Policy Information Point in the Axiomatics Services Manager
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2. Map it to the “balance” attribute in Axiomatics Services Manager:

Figure 8: Map a value retrieved by your PIP to an attribute of your XACML policy

3. The company ID of the customer which owns the account also needs to be resolved. This
could come from either of these two sources:
a. CA Single Sign-On has access to the customer ID via the identity store which is used
for user authentication. This could for instance be a corporate LDAP. If so, CA Single
Sign-On passes the Company ID along with the identity of the user in the request.
b. The company ID is retrieved via yet another PIP which for instance passes the
%SM_USER in the SQL statement or LDAP query that retrieves the user’s company
ID from a database or directory.
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The Axiomatics Extension for CA Single Sign-On automates the retrieval of whatever attributes the
Single Sign-On request context contains and sends them in a request to the Axiomatics PDP. The
Axiomatics PDP evaluates its policies and returns a PERMIT or DENY. During the evaluation process,
the Axiomatics PDP automatically will retrieve whatever external attributes it needs via its configured
PIPs – in the example above the balance and possibly the company ID.

The business case for the Axiomatics Extension
The above use case can natively be supported by CA Single Sign-On if you write your own Java
program. This program needs to do the following:
1. Conform to the Authorization API specification so its main Java class can be associated with a
custom policy for the order entry page.
2. Use the Authorization API to retrieve the request context (user id, action parameters etc.) from
CA Single Sign-On.
3. Identify the company ID associated with the user – if necessary this may imply doing an LDAP
or SQL query to the appropriate data source.
4. Establish a connection to the accounting database and send a SQL query to retrieve the
balance.
5. Based on what the balance query returns, use the Authorization API to respond with a true or
false.
To determine whether it makes sense to instead use the Axiomatics Extension in your CA Single SignOn environment or not, the following aspects may be worth considering:

§

Speed of deployment: Once you have the Axiomatics Extension in place, adding a new
active policy only requires you to write the XACML rules based on the corresponding
business requirements. No custom Java code needs to be written.

§

Maintenance: a change in regulatory requirements or corporate directives can be
implemented via new or altered XACML policies without any change whatsoever to
deployed applications or any Java custom code. In the above use case, one can easily
foresee changes that may be needed: what does an “overdue balance” really mean? Should
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the policy take different amount levels into account? Can small orders still be made? Should
risks be considered for instance through a check that examines the customers past payment
patterns? Etc. If you have written your own Java program to implement a rule, each policy
change requires a full update and test cycle of your custom code. With XACML, you just
update and verify the XACML policy.

§

Auditing and governance: XACML is standard-based and auditable. For Java code
embedded in custom extensions any auditing is comparatively much more difficult to
achieve.

§

Externalization: The Axiomatics Policy Server comes out of the box with GUI support for
integration with external sources via LDAP or SQL queries. Other types of interactions with
the surrounding infrastructure can easily be added as well. Naturally, custom Java code can
also access other data sources, but the standards-based way makes it faster, easier and
more transparent.

Integration strategies
To determine how the capabilities of the two products best are combined, different integration
strategies such as the following may be considered:

§

CA Single Sign-On for authentication, the Axiomatics Policy Server for authorization
Using this approach, all authorization requests, including simple time and network
restriction-based, whether fine-grained or coarse-grained, are externalized to the Axiomatics
Policy Server. This gives a clean separation of responsibilities. The Axiomatics Policy
Administration Point becomes the single interface for all authorization rules while the
CA Single Sign-On Administration UI is used for all authentication-related configurations.
If XACML-based authorization is needed for other applications as well, outside the scope of
Single Sign-On, this becomes a first step towards centralized enterprise authorization
management. A strong benefit of this approach is that authorization rules applied to Single
Sign-On can be applied to other applications or gateways as well for which dynamic
authorization is needed.
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CA Single Sign-On for authentication and coarse-grained authorization, the
Axiomatics Policy Server for fine-grained authorization
With this approach, all use cases that can be handled without authorization API extensions
are handled by CA Single Sign-On. The Axiomatics Policy Server is used for scenarios
where fine-grained authorization is needed. This approach separates “coarse-grained”
authorization concerns handled by CA  Single Sign-On-internal policies from “fine-grained”
depending on external factors that you handle with XACML policies.

§

Calling the Axiomatics Policy Server for special purpose authorization only
If XACML-extended authorization is used for special purposes only, Single Sign-On remains
the primary administration point for authorization rules; The Axiomatics Policy Server is
called for exceptional cases only. You risk having fine-grained and coarse-grained
authorization policies defined in two different places, which may cause an administrative
overhead, but this may still be the preferred option if XACML use cases are relatively well
scoped for few well-defined objectives.

Another aspect to consider for the integration is how data from external data sources is to be included
in the authorization context:

§

CA Single Sign-On comes with efficient connectors for various types of identity stores.
When the user is authenticated, Single Sign-On can retrieve information about the current
user from these data sources.

§

The PIP connectors of the Axiomatics Policy Server can also query data stores in your
infrastructure. If attributes needed for an authorization decision are present in the access
request, Axiomatics PIP connectors will not be needed for those attributes. However, if they
are missing, the Axiomatics Policy Server will need to retrieve them via its own PIPs.

It may therefore make sense to include subject attributes – which describe the authenticated user – in
the access request and use PIP connectors primarily in the Axiomatics Policy Server for external
resource attributes. If, in our previous example, the ID of the company to which the user belongs can
be retrieved from the user identity store and included in the request by Single Sign-On, the
Axiomatics Policy Server will only need a PIP for the balance in the accounting database.
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Extending Web Access Management even further
You may encounter situations where a more tight control over the behavior of the target application is
desired. Reverting back to the order entry page example, access to an HTML form in which you enter
your orders can easily be handled using the above described integration.
However, if actions resulting from the parsing of the submitted form also need to be subject to access
control policies, the web agent would actually have to interpret the content body of the incoming HTTP
message. That may be difficult at the level where the CA Single Sign-On Agent interacts with the
application since you may need to consider contents of individual form fields.
For such scenarios, you could consider enhancing the solution with yet another XACML Policy
Enforcement Point (PEP) injected in the target application itself, for instance by using the Axiomatics
PEP SDK for Java or .NET. These PEP components can be controlled by the same policies and PDP
instances as the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server itself. The overall architecture could then be
illustrated as follows:

Figure 9: Policy Enforcement Point within applications

Scenarios involving application-specific PEPs do however go beyond the scope of this white paper.
For further reading, please see related documentation on the Axiomatics PEP SDK for Java and .NET
environments respectively, or the related standard OpenAZ.
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Conclusions
The Axiomatics Extension for CA Single Sign-On allows you to combine Single Sign-On’s excellent
Web Access Management capabilities with XACML-based authorization. In doing so, the value of an
investment in CA Single Sign-On can be maintained beyond the expiration dates predicted by analyst
hype cycles.
A business case for such integration exists if your web access management benefits from the ability to
make use of external factors in authorization. Use cases of this kind are often driven by governance
regimes, such as legislation which demands stricter internal controls for financial risks. Privacy
regulations that require you to assess the purpose of use and the type of relation that exists between
the user and the data subject of the retrieved information will also require extensible authorization. A
business requirement for more risk-awareness in access control rules is another example where a
business case is given.
Depending on your business case, different types of integration strategies may be selected: you can
move all authorization to the Axiomatics Policy Server and maintain CA Single Sign-On for
authentication and single sign-on only or you can limit your use of the integration to individual use
cases and request types.
If you use CA Single Sign-On for authentication and single sign-on only and see no need for further
enhanced authorization, there will be no reason to integrate the two products. But if you do use
CA Single Sign-On for authorization as well, then you most likely may have benefits to gain through
this integration, technically as well as from a business perspective.
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